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TALKING POINTS
>> FOR THE BARTENDER’S FRIEND

THE
RAVEN TOWER
A repurposed metal warehouse, the Raven Tower was built

in the 1970s as a metal fabrication shop with the ultimate
of bachelor pads high above it. Since then the Raven Tower
bar, directly adjacent to the new White Oak Music Hall,
has undergone a swank transformation thanks to interior
designer Gin Braverman and architect Troy Schaumit. The
bar features an 1,800-square-foot enclosed seating area with
a 3,000-square-foot expansive outdoor deck overlooking
Little White Oak Bayou. Offering a full lineup of 24 beers
on tap, dozens more in bottles and an enviable spirits
selection, the Raven Tower is an open-air, slower-pace
establishment where guests can grab a beer, throw some
horseshoes and enjoy live music in a casual environment.
raventower.net #SettingTheBarHigh
>> FOR THE TIME COLLECTOR

THE TUDOR
COLLECTION

SKINNYPOP
POPCORN

Smart snacking just got more
delicious with the debut of
two new distinct SkinnyPop
Popcorn flavors: Dusted Dark
Chocolate and Jalapeño. Dusted
Dark Chocolate presents a
perfect balance of light yet
dark, sweet yet salty, and
Jalapeño adds a hint of spicy to
pleasantly tease the daring side
in you. With great pride their
products contain no artificial
ingredients, colors, flavors or
preservatives and are free of
all major allergens including
peanuts, tree nuts, dairy and
soy. And since they’re no more
than 46 calories per serving,
you can reward yourself for
choosing so smart. Pass the
popcorn please. skinnypop.com
#BalancedSnack
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>> FOR THE CONVENIENCE SHOPPER

GOOGLE
EXPRESS
Google stepped into the convenience shopping revolution in Texas when Google Express launched its
overnight delivery services in Houston and other major Texas markets. A $95 annual membership fee
provides access to overnight delivery with retailers such as Walgreens, Whole Foods Market, Costco,
Barnes & Noble, and PetSmart. Additional stores are available if you’re willing to wait two days for
shipping. google.com/express #GoodbyeLines #HelloMoreTime

RAVEN TOWER | TUDOR | SKINNYPOP | YNGVADOTTIR VIA WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

>> FOR THE SMART SNACKER

Eiseman Jewels in Dallas welcomes the addition of the
TUDOR Watch, a premium, 100 percent Swiss-made
watch brand, to its renowned collection of luxury watches.
“TUDOR’s rich heritage, forward styling and superb
quality as a manufacturer parallel Eiseman’s high standards
in a fine Swiss timepiece,” says Richard D. Eiseman,
Jr., president and CEO of Eiseman Jewels. The marque
timepiece of this collection, the Black Bay, is available now
in red, blue, black and, for 2016, bronze. Eiseman will be
the first North Texas salon to unveil the Black Bay Bronze.
eisemanjewels.com #InvestYourTime #ShopTudor
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>> FOR THE EXOTIC FRAGRANCE ADDICT

BOND NO. 9
NEW YORK
DUBAI
ENCORE

BOND NO. 9 NEW YORK | MARILYN MONROE SPAS
GE APPLIANCES | THE LIBERTY CUP

>> FOR THE LUXURY SPA SEEKER

MARILYN
MONROE SPAS
Led by hospitality industry veterans and former Walt Disney executives,

Orlando-based Marilyn Monroe Spas is the first of its kind in Texas. The
2,600-square-foot spa and salon features a full variety of hair services including
cuts, color, updos, braids, blowouts, relaxers and extensions for all hair textures.
The full-service spa also offers facials, glamour makeup services, various types
of massages and other personal services such as body waxing, manicures and
pedicures. “We are proud to bring Marilyn Monroe Spas to The Woodlands,”
says Jeff Sommers, co-owner/operator with Loretta Sommers. “Our sleek new
space will serve as the perfect escape for Houstonians to unwind, relax and be
pampered.” marilynmonroespas.com #TheSpa #AGirlsBestFriend
>> FOR THE EXTREME AERIAL ENTHUSIAST

THE
LIBERTY CUP
In an age when technology meets extreme

sports, it is no wonder that the New York
City Drone Film Festival brings forth the
Liberty Cup. The first of its kind in the
world, the drone race takes flight July
30-31 set against the vast New York City
skyline. The Liberty Cup features 100 of
the world’s best pilots racing their drones
in a heart-pounding display of the latest
advancement in the world of extreme
sports. As a plus to all drone fans, the
event will feature a series of tech-related
programming including flight simulation
and demonstrations on how to build drones.
libertycupdroneracing.com #WhenDronesFly

The initial 2015 trio of Dubaicentric eaux de parfum
zoomed to smashing
success. After
which, Bond No. 9
New York decided
to devise not one,
but three additional
Dubai scents—
Dubai Citrine, Dubai
Amber and Dubai
Amethyst—that
continue their sensory
exploration of the
Gulf State emirate
that itself has
become a fantasy
realm of excess.
bondno9.com
#Scentsational

>> FOR THE AMATEUR CHEF

GE MONOGRAM
PIZZA OVEN

Perfectly crisp crust. Browned, bubbling mozzarella.
Everything that makes your favorite restaurant
pizza delicious is now achievable at home with GE’s
Monogram Pizza Oven. It fits into the small space of a
standard wall oven cavity, yet is spacious enough to fit a
pizza peel and large pies. Best of all, the Monogram Pizza
Oven incorporates a compact interior ventilation system,
requiring no special installation or construction—a
one-of-a-kind feature. geappliances.com #LoveThis
#ALittlePizzaHeaven
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